Thrill of the Hunt

Girl Scouts

This year marks the 100th anniversary of the
beloved Girl Scout cookie, and there’s no better time
to dig in to the organization’s sweet history.
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COOKIE BOXES
Cookie sales began in 1917 as
a fund-raiser for a single troop
in Muskogee, Oklahoma, but
quickly became a signature
pillar of Girl Scout life. While
cookie boxes and promotional
posters aren’t as collected
as badges or uniforms, there’s
still a healthy appetite for
certain items. Of particular
note are the silhouetteadorned packages (1) from
1936 to 1939, which were
designed by popular female
illustrator Jessie Gillespie
and sell for as much as $35.
A Tea Rings container (2)
from the early 1930s is valued
at around $20 and benefits
from a secondary market of
general cookie tin collectors.
Less sought-after containers
go for around $5 apiece.
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LLECTIBLE
CO

Badges
Coveted emblems through
the years—and the honorable
sums they’ll fetch today
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1913
Naturalist, $300
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1913
Ambulance, $300

1918
Public Health, $200

1918
Naturalist, $25

1920
Economist, $50
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APPAREL
From the beginning, founder
Juliette Gordon Low studied
fabric swatches and pattern
books to create an iconic look
for her newly formed troops.
Green proved the right hue to
represent the organization,
but uniform colors have varied
through the years. Styles like
this sash (1) worn by an
Intermediate Scout from 1935
to 1940 can earn up to $900,
thanks in part to the number
of pins and badges it sports
(35 in total, including “Woodcraft Scout,” “Star Gazer,” and
a “Golden Eaglet” valued at
$450 alone). Newer items like
the 1960s Senior uniform (2)
or the camp swimsuit (3) from
the same era make a splash
at $75. Small accessories such
as mid-century wallets (4),
watches (5), compacts (6),
purses (7), and scarves (8) sell
in the $5 to $15 range.
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1926
Craftsman, $15

1930
Scholarship, $40

1940
Handywoman, $9

1963
Radio and Television, $9

1974
Aviation, $10

1974
Photography, $5

1980
Science Sleuth, $2
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Special thanks to the
Girl Scouts (girlscouts.org) for
allowing us to photograph
their collection for this story.
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GEAR
Girl Scouts took their “Be Prepared”
motto to heart with a wealth of
outdoor gear. By the 1930s, as
enrollment soared to more than
200,000 members (up from a mere
18 in 1912), the organization regularly
issued tools such as pocket knives
(1), first-aid kits (2), match safes (3),
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and canteens (4) emblazoned with
their trefoil logo. Today these all
have a value in the $40 range. More
recent offerings such as an aluminum
“Brownie” flashlight (5) and the
tartan canteen (6), both from the
1960s, fetch closer to $20. Thanks
to its pristine condition and fine
craftsmanship, the cozy circa 1956

camp blanket (7) has a value of
$50. Look to novelty items such as
the “Official Girl Scout Camera” (8),
produced by the Herbert George
Company in the 1950s, to capture
approximately $15, while its shortlived predecessor, a charming
mint-green model, can be snapped
up for twice that amount.

Thrill of the Hunt

50 Collectibles
for Under $10!
Reader, beware: These flea market
finds, from typewriter ribbon tins to ice-pop
packaging, will set a bargain-loving
junker’s heart all aflutter.
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Cheer Books

The 6-inch booklets, once
given out as freemiums by
businesses like insurance
companies, feature poetry,
games, and drawings.
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Bottle
Caps

The crowncork tooth detail
is a classic.
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Spoon
Rests

Stalk out a
stylish spot for
your messiest
utensils.

START HERE:

bottlecapco
.etsy.com
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Playing
Cards

1

Poke around
for decks in
their original
storage boxes.

Flower Pins
Build a bejeweled
bouquet with vibrant
enamel brooches.

8
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View-Masters

Think of the scenic slides as
a retro Instagram feed.

10

Mini Locks
The keep-safes
make for sweet
keepsakes.
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Thimbles
Assemble a
delicate display
in a sewing
room.
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Darts

Target ones
with on-point
packaging.
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Beauty Tins

Designs from classic
brands add nostalgic charm
to modern vanities.
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Tin Noise
Makers

Shake things up with ’50s-era
attention-grabbers. START
HERE: patinapatina.etsy.com

12

State
Fair
Medals

Bask in the glow
of hometown
pie-baking and
cattle-raising
glory.
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Paper Coasters

13

14

Garden Valves
An easy way to tap into
the gardening category.
START HERE: bubbies
memories.etsy.com

Pretty table protectors
that are more
substantial than doilies.

Bakelite Buttons
Keep a stash for coats
in need of replacements.
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Ice-Cream
Wrappers
The perfect
utensil sleeve for
summer shindigs.
START HERE: vintage
papertrail.etsy.com
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Coin Purses

Use the dainty tokens of the ’50s
as sweet pockets for gift cards.
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Dance
Books

Pocket-size
souvenirs for
sweethearts
and sorority
sisters alike.
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Paper
Dolls

State Hankies
Rep your region with
scallop-edge souvenirs.

Start a
fashion
closet—no
mothballs
required.
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Toy Trucks

The low-maintenance way to fuel
an antique wheels obsession.
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Sequins

Nothing can dim their
sparkle. START HERE:
bigcitybuttons.etsy.com

Derby
Glasses

Mint juleps just
taste better in
commemorative
glassware.
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Birthday
Candles

C’mon, could there
be anything happier?!
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Buttons

Give political
statements a
breather (phew!)
and stick with
nonpartisan
pinnables.

27

Sewing
Supplies

25

Tailor a craft
room with rick
rack and more.

Travel Guides

Satiate your wanderlust
by jet-setting back to the
heyday of air travel.
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START HERE:

caitlandstudio
.etsy.com

Typewriter
Ribbon Tins

Cute containers
that are sure to banish
writer’s block.
START HERE: valor
vintage.etsy.com
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Juice Caps

From lemon-lime to
grape, these round
stoppers are the tops.

30

Thermoses

The campy
collectibles make
for versatile storage
containers.

31
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Garden
Stakes
Plant a little
old-school
charm in
this season’s
patch.
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Cookie Cutters

Hobnail Votives

35

Varsity Letters

Hip-hip-hooray for this sporty
twist on a monogram. START
HERE: vntgelvaffair.etsy.com
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Save up for your
“someday” trip
in these banks.

Cut-above quality and sweet
packaging keep us
coming back for seconds.
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Give tea lights a new
place to shine.

Globe
Banks
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Pennants

Pay a triangular tribute
to roadside attractions and
beloved tourist traps.
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Mirror
Compacts

Because looking at your
iPhone to touch up your
lipstick feels less elegant.
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Piece together hand-cut pictures
from the past. START HERE:
thomascollectibles.etsy.com

Citrus
Reamers

41

38

Puzzles
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Swizzle
Sticks

Salt & Pepper
Shakers

Because you
can always
squeeze in room
for one more.

Look for kitschy Japanesemade models from the ’50s.

Stir up a new
reason to go
an-tiki-ing.
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START HERE:
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Cracker
Jack Tins

sunnydayvintage
.etsy.com
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Tape Measures

Zhush up your junk drawer
with pocket-size tools
that are fun and functional.

Bowling Patches

Score! A bowling bounty that’s
cheaper than pins or trophies.

Stack ’em on a
shelf or place a
“prize inside” and
use one in lieu of
a gift bag.
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Golden
Books

Marquee
Letters

Line a bookshelf
with that iconic
metallic spine.

Salvage
mismatched
letters from old
signs to make
a statement.

START HERE:

starglowvintage
.etsy.com
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Squawkers

These little blowouts make for adorable
party-ready place cards.
(Just tie a card around the handle.)
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Watercolor Tins
With graphic logos and
bold colors, they’re works of
art in their own right.

Field
Guides

Spotted! A new
obsession for
nature-loving
nostalgists.
START HERE:

flybyfinds.etsy
.com
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Woven Trivets

The ’70s staples have more
staying power than the avocadogreen kitchens they graced.
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